Leganto December 2018 Release Notes

January Sneak Peak

- An option to handle multiple results found by a resource locate.
- Additional details available to submit when a student marks a link as broken.

Main Enhancements

Changes in Reading List Sets

Note

As of the December 2018 release, most reading list sets created prior to this release continue to function. However:

- If a set had a condition based on modification date, this condition was removed from the set.
- If you edit a set created prior to this release, some of the conditions may not appear on the page. When you then save the set, these conditions are lost. Therefore, if you edit a set created prior to this release, ensure that all conditions appear on the page. If they do not, you must recreate them.

We are sorry for the inconvenience. We recommend re-creating any sets created prior to this release.

Facets on the Edit Citations and Reading Lists Task List Pages

December 2018 Almas

Facets were added in place of filters on the Edit Citations and Reading Lists Task List pages.

On the Edit Citations page, all filters were moved to facets. In addition, the facets Processing Department, List Status, and License Type were added as facets. In addition, a Sort By feature was added to the page, with the options Last created, Last modified, Reading list name, and Citation title.

On the Reading Lists Task List page, the Processing Department, Status, Publication Status, and List Modification Date filters were changed to facets. List Creation Date and Request for Review (date) were added as facets. Alerts remains as a filter.
Published was added as an option for the publication status facet on both pages. Published matches all publication options other than Archived or Deleted. In addition, the processing department Undefined matches any reading list that does not have an associated course.

Summary of the new Reading Lists Task List Page Facets/Filters:

- The page includes the facets Processing Department, Status, Publication Status, List creation date, List modification date, and Request for review, as well as the filter Alerts.
  - The status Processing matches any reading list that is not marked as Complete, including Inactive or Declined.
  - For publication status, Published matches all reading lists that are not Draft, Archived, or Deleted, and Active (which is selected by default) matches all reading lists that are not Archived or Deleted.
  - The processing department Undefined matches any reading list that does not have an associated course.

Summary of the new Edit Citations Facets/Filters:

- The page includes the facets: Course Status, Processing Department, List Status, List Assigned To, Publication Status, Section Tags, Citation Status, Resource Locate, Citation Tags, Material Type, Copyright Status, License Type, Alerts.
  - For citation status, Not Complete matches any citation whose status is not Complete.
  - For publication status, Published matches all reading lists that are not Draft, Archived, or Deleted.
  - The processing department Undefined matches any reading list that does not have an associated course.

Additional Enhancements

- **December 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics**
The following fields were added to Leganto Student Usage > Student Usage:
  - Number of Files Downloaded
  - Students that Downloaded Files

- **December 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics**
The Citation Library Internal Tags field was added to the following locations:
  - Student Usage > Citations
  - Course Reserves > Reading List Citation

- **December 2018 Alma**
The reading list description (<description>) was added to the reading list API (for Leganto only).

- **December 2018 Alma SF: 00579362**
By default, Leganto updates a reading list and its citations' statuses from Being Prepared to Ready for Processing when a list is published. To have Leganto NOT do this, set the parameter send_list_on_publish to false. See Configuring Reading List Publication Options.
When you have searchable IDs, you can configure whether Leganto displays the Alma course code or the searchable ID using the parameter `display_cms_id`. See Configuring How Courses Appear in Leganto.

The statuses of DCS requests are now updated daily based on a scheduled job DCS Synchronize. For more information, see Attaching a Citation to the CLA Digital Content Store.

You can configure whether a logged-in user remains logged in when accessing the Find Lists page using a permalink or accesses Leganto as a guest. For this feature to work, a) your IDP (SAML) must support passive mode, and b) you must set the parameter `find_list_sso` to `true`. See Enabling SSO When Accessing Find Lists Permalink.

Useful Links was moved to the top of the page.

Librarians (only) can now mark a citation as complete directly within Leganto. This action is only available for citations that are not already marked as complete.

The appearance of internal tags was made more distinctive. For more about internal tags, see the October release notes.

The button Discard was changed to Cancel in all relevant locations ("cancel" more clearly means "close the editing
box and do not make any changes”, whereas “discard” could mean “remove all contents in the editing box”, which is not what happens).
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## Resolved Issues

- **December 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / APIs SF: 00527031 00568092 00569415**
  When using the courses API, you couldn't pass a submit list by date value to the POST or PUT APIs. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Fulfillment / Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00569682**
  Inactive reading lists appeared on the Scan in Items page and when adding items to a reading list after a repository search. This was fixed, and inactive reading lists no longer appear.

- **December 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics SF: 00588748**
  In Analytics, in the Leganto Student Usage subject area, when Usage Level was not equal to Citation, student type displayed ALL in the report. This was fixed, and now when Usage Level is not equal to Citation, student type is empty.

- **December 2018 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / APIs SF: 00581210 00593870**
  When a course had multiple reading lists, only one reading list was retrieved by the Retrieve Reading Lists API. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Alma**
  When using the course API and creating a new citation, you couldn't define the section under which the citation should be created. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00603678 00606634 00614529**
  Export to Word did not work since the October release. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Alma SF: 00540565**
  After selecting to customize a row on the Labels configuration page, the page scrolled to the top. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00563566**
  Section dates did not take into account different time zones. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00568832**
  Different due dates sometimes appeared in the reading list and citation details pages. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Alma SF: 00570475 00589862**
  If the owner of a list was set using auto_set_instructors_as_owners, the owner could not find the list when searching. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00578553 00589778**
  There were some display issues in Alma with lists that had many citations. These were fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00580984**
  There was an error when parsing a digitization request when the total pages had square brackets. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00549553**
  Some searches against Primo failed. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto**
  The incorrect version of the location names appeared when printing a reading list. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00585381**
  Some readings were inaccessible when using the JAWS screen reader. This was fixed.

- **December 2018 Leganto SF: 00583914**
  When an instructor rolled over a list, the manage digital representations setting was not copied. This was fixed.
• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00587556 00612962  
The Back to top icon sometimes overlapped the options button of the final section heading. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Alma** SF: 00579004 00588271 00609470  
When sections_collapsed was set to true, a permalink to a section did not show the section. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00578594 00618007  
The Reports tab displayed an error when viewed in Internet Explorer. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Alma**  
Push To Leganto from Primo did not support the auto_set_instructors_as_owners parameter when it was set to true. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00587589  
The side menu buttons sometimes overlapped with the logo in Leganto. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00588808  
For citations with public notes that included new line breaks, exporting to PDF had some issues. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**  
Librarians and course organizers could not search in Find Lists for lists published for course students only. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**  
Find List sometimes did not return a list that was associated to multiple courses. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto** SF: 00595164  
For a citation associated with a bibliographic record with physical inventory that also had a related record with electronic inventory, selecting View Online from the reading list page resulted in an error. This was fixed.

• **December 2018 Leganto**  
Sometimes the Sign in for more options link on the citation details page did not redirect to the correct authorization system. This was fixed.